
How Much How Many

Name: Date: __/__/20__

How _______ families can show a continuous succession of three temporal
rulers equally great?
1. many

After this, no matter how _______ pretty words might be uttered softly into
that cylinder, none of them could make any impression; the doll was full.
2. many

6. How _______ water does the body need?3. much

How _______ eyes did Gilbert White open?4. many

Then came London-where he belonged to I do not know how _______
clubs-and cut a most distinguished figure in the fashionable world.
5. many

How _______ different Princes have we not gone the same round with!!6. many

This had gone on for-Lucy could not tell how _______ days (though not in
reality for very many), when there came one afternoon in which everything
seemed to draw towards the close.

7. many

How _______ men has she extinguished in the beginning of their progress,
of whom we have no knowledge; who brought as much courage to the work
as they, if their adverse hap had not cut them off in the first sally of their
arms?

8. many

Watching this silent procession of men with heavy loads upon their backs,
struggling higher and higher with piteous panting, one could not help
wondering anxiously as to how _______ of them would return to their own
country alive.

9.

many

After all these re-castings, it would be interesting to know how _______
old metal, from Bishop Hamo's or even older bells, the present peal still
contains.

10. much

I'm not even sure that she knows of our existence; anyway she has never
heard our names, or how _______ of us there are, and I can't believe she
really understands how-how very poor we are.

11.
many
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How _______ discoveries in the past have been made of wondrous relics
that have lain buried for ages covered in deeply-and preserved-by the drifting
dust or sand!

12. many

And he constantly calculated to the last fraction of a point how _______
money he would have made if he had sold short just before the calamity at
the very top prices and had covered his stock at the bottom.

13. much

Village politics, how _______ money each storekeeper was making, crop
prospects, the run of sap every spring, drouth, weather indications, rain or
snow falls, each and all formed rotating subjects upon which every one of this
faithful-to-the-post clique expressed opinions.

14. much

It is hard to tell how _______ damage this disease does, but it is not
usually great and the late applications of bordeaux mixture for black-rot or
powdery-mildew are very effective in controlling it.

15. much

How _______ years had passed since that evening in June when she had
stood in that spot and looked down on the crowd of young men and women?
16. many

How _______ worn-out coats and worn-out hearts were there!17. many

But how _______ other animals have these crude naturalists omitted to
describe?
18. many

The question how _______ honey a colony of bees needs, in order to
carry them safely through the perils of Winter, is one to which it is impossible
to give an answer which will be definite, under all circumstances.

19. much

How _______ honest words have suffered corruption since Chaucer's
days!
20. many
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